
3D cell culture

Key trends in 3D cell culture

3D cell culture preparation

Challenges and contaminations

60% of respondents work with 3D cell cultures

The most popular 3D cell
cultures used were spheroids

The key disease areas studied
using 3D cell cultures

The most common applications of 3D cell cultures

The hanging drop method proved
popular among cultures produced
with a scaffold-free technique

Of the ‘other’ responses, ultra-low
attachment culture plates and
clinostat were popular answers

Culture media, particularly additives, were identified
as the main cause of chemical contamination

Reproducibility was also picked by the
majority of respondents as one of the
most important areas in need of
improvement with regard to 3D cell
cultures

The majority of respondents
produced their own cultures

It seems adapting existing techniques for use with 3D cultures is
still of utmost importance as ‘application with techniques
initially developed for analysis with 2D cultures’ was selected
as the biggest challenge of working with them

The advantages of using 3D cultures in drug discovery were hotly
contested, with ‘the avoidance of animal model ethical issues’
selected by the highest portion of respondents

Which of the following best describes your job title?

Ethically, the
introduction of

human-derived
cultures into animal

models was deemed
the most contentious

issue

How are your 3D cell
cultures produced?

The main challenges were also hotly contended, with
reproducibility highlighted by the most respondents as the
biggest challenge to implementing 3D cell cultures in
drug discovery

Where do you source your 3D
cultures from?

What scaffold-free technique do you use?

What do you consider the biggest challenges of working with 3D cultures?

What do you consider the main causes of
chemical contamination?

What is the most needed improvement in 3D
culture technology?

What do you consider the
biggest ethical issue in

3D culture research?

What do you consider the main causes
of biological contamination?

Multiple applications
Tissue engineering 

Identifying therapeutic targets
Therapeutic screening  

Study of cancer
stem cells 

Other 
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Hanging drop method

3D culture contamination

3D culture production
and specification

Application with techniques initially
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Particulate or
aerosol fallout
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Without the
use of
scaffolds

40%

With the use
of scaffolds

60%

Of those produced with a
scaffold, matrigels were
the most commonly
employed

Matrigels 
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Biological contamination was by far the most
common type of contamination

encountered
by users
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Culture media:
water and
reagents
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Culture media
additives
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Incubators
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Storage
vessels
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reagents
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Microorganisms
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Other
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3D cell cultures in drug discovery and beyond

About the respondents

The ability to control concentration gradients
in the culture ECM 

The ability to replicate in vivo ECM stiffness

The ability to incorporate
stromal cells into the culture 

Cost vs animal model studies 

Avoidance of animal model ethical issues

35%Visualization with automated imaging
systems/high content screening

Improvements in
reproducibility/
standardisation

Improvements
in scalability

Improved compatibility
with, or tailoring of,

analysis techniques

Improved
representativeness

of in vivo cellular
environment

Other

Lab director/Chief scientist  10%

Department head         5%

Principal investigator         11%

Technician/Research 
assistant/Staff scientist             24%

Graduate student /
post doctoral fellow      17%

Professor/Instructor/
Lecturer/Assistant/
Associate professor        11%

This infographic has been created as part of a BioTechniques Spotlight on 3D Cell Culture in association with Sartorius

29%Compatibility with liquid handling
equipment/high throughput screening

The potential for 3D
neurological culture

consciousness

31%

The transplantation
of human-derived 3D cell

cultures into animals

51%

Other

22%

24%Scalability

37%Labor intensity

39%Reproducibility

Rapid drug screening 

Accidents, mistakes and pesky microorganisms 
accounted for almost two-thirds of the biological
contamination reported by respondents

55% 26% 35% 35% 2%

We asked respondents what words came to mind when they
thought about 3D cultures
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President/CEO/VP/Owner        6%

Research director/
VP Research/CSO            2%

Product manager             3%

Consultant                5%

Other                6%


